FAQ
CB
What is the maximum distance for a CB radio?
The maximum distance of a radio depends on many factors:
- antenna
- power
- orography of the territory
In the case of a CB radio, the distance can be 5/10 km in optimal conditions (open field). This range can
significantly be increased by using a higher gain antenna
Why does my CB radios has such a short range?
In the case of a mobile device, please check the antenna system. In the case you have an hand portable one, it
is good to check the battery level.
What is the maximum power?
Midland equipments have output power corresponding to the limits given by the European Rules.
In the case of CBs it is 1-4W "
Can i increase the power?
If you increase the radio output power, your equipment is no more compliant with the law. Some devices have an
"export " version designed to satisfy markets outside the EU, where the use of greater power is allowed.

Where can I find the "export" version
Midland do not sell these products within the European Union.
Programming software
I installed the USB cable, but the operating system does not recognize the programming cable, what
should I do?
Please verify:
1. that the cable is not damaged
2. the absence of conflicts / errors in the COM port, inside the control panel of your operating system
If the problem persists, contact Midland Service
Where are the lists of channels and frequencies?
This information is given in the user manual of each radio.
All manuals are available on midlandeurope.com, in the product web page.
Which are compatible accessories?
Search for the product page on midlandeurope.com, there you will find all compatible accessories.

How do I change the operational band in my CB MULTI?
MIDLAND MULTIBAND operating frequencies can be changed via keyboard. The procedure is described in the
radio user manual, that you can download from www.midlandeurope.com.

DONGLE and DONGLE K.
Can I use these devices on all CBs and laptops?
Radios equipped with a 2 PIN midland or Kenwood socket can work with DONGLE devices. Plese visit
www.midlandeurope.com for more information

